Recent Advancements of Bortezomib in Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia Treatment
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Abstract
Although survival rates for acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), especially in children, have shown dramatic improvement over time, poor outcomes are still observed in patients who have refractory or relapsed disease after conventional chemotherapy. New therapeutic options are urgently needed. Bortezomib (Velcade, formerly PS-341) is the first proteasome inhibitor approved by the US FDA for the treatment of newly diagnosed multiple myeloma and relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma. Although the mechanisms of bortezomib anticancer activity are still not completely understood, it is a new treatment option for patients with refractory or relapsed ALL, particularly when used in combination with conventional chemotherapy or targeted agents. This review summarizes recent advancements in the understanding of the bortezomib molecular mechanism of action in ALL. Understanding of the molecular approaches might help customize cancer chemotherapy for each individual patient, directing the field towards rational therapeutics.

Pathobiology of Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia
Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) is a malignant disorder that originates from one single hematopoietic precursor committed to the B cell or T cell lineage; 80–85% of ALL are of B-cell lineage (B cell precursor ALL, BCP-ALL) and 15–20% are of T cell lineage (T-ALL). Although the exact mechanisms leading to malignant transformation are unknown, chromosomal translocations, recurrent cytogenetic abnormalities and disrupting key signaling pathways may lead to leukemogenesis following a multistep process [1]. Table 1 summarizes the most frequent abnormalities observed in B-ALL and T-ALL [1]. Better comprehension of genetic alterations of ALL cells will provide the molecular rationales for improving prognostic stratification and selecting new therapeutic targets.

Management Strategies in ALL
ALL is the most common pediatric malignancy [2]. There is a second peak of incidence in the elderly population [3]. Survival rates for ALL, especially in children, have shown dramatic improvement over time due to the recognition of the biologic heterogeneity of ALL, the uti-
...lization of risk-adapted therapy, the development of protocols that include optimized chemotherapy combinations, the postinduction intensification of therapy, effective central nervous system prophylaxis and a prolonged maintenance phase of treatment. Previous published reports have suggested childhood ALL has secured 5-year event-free survival rates of approximately 80% and 5-year survival rates approaching 90% [3, 4]. The 5-year survival rates of adult ALL are in the region of 50% [5].

The first step in the case of a preliminary diagnosis of ALL is induction therapy. The goal of induction therapy is the eradication of ALL cells in as many patients, as early, and with as few toxic adverse effects as possible. Generally, induction regimens consist of asparaginase (Elspar), vincristine, a glucocorticoid, and in some cases an anthracycline, for a period of 4–6 weeks. Complete remission (CR) is achieved in approximately 98% of children and 85% of adults [3, 5]. To consolidate remission
status, further intensification of therapy following induction is necessary. Most current programs employ 6–8 courses, 2–4 of which contain 1 of high-dose methotrexate, cytarabine and asparaginase [6–8]. In addition to reduction of systemic disease burden, another key goal of postinduction therapy is the prevention of central nervous system disease. Postremission consolidation is most often followed by long-term maintenance with daily oral mercaptopurine and weekly methotrexate for 2 years or longer, sometimes with periodic reinforcements (e.g. vincristine, prednisone and other drugs). In this regard, for a subset of very high-risk childhood ALL cases, such as those that involve induction failure, severe hypodiploidy, the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome and high leukocyte count in those patients with a poor response to initial therapy, hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation is a sensible option in first remission.

Although impressive improvements in outcome have been made in ALL, relapsed ALL remains the fourth most common pediatric malignancy [9]. Intensive conventional chemotherapy can achieve second remission (CR2).

Further chemotherapy and hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation are two CR2 therapeutic options. For patients in refractory first relapse or second or subsequent relapse, several drug combinations, such as ifosfamide and etoposide, high-dose cytarabine and L-asparaginase have reported complete response rates of around 40% [9]. Nevertheless, significant challenges remain. Poor outcomes are still observed in patients who have refractory or relapsed disease [10, 11]. New therapeutic options are urgently needed. Currently, several new methods for relapsed ALL have been advancing in clinical trials [3, 9] including deoxyadenosine analogs (clofarabine and nelarabine), monoclonal antibodies (alemtuzumab and epratuzumab) and the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib.

Proteasome Inhibitor: Bortezomib

Resistance to standard chemotherapy regimens is an expanding problem in the treatment of cancer. Research into novel targeted therapeutics either alone or in combination with existing agents used in the clinic has shown significant potential. Proteasome inhibitors constitute a growing group of compounds currently under clinical use or investigation.

Possible Mechanisms

Bortezomib (Velcade, formerly PS-341) is the first proteasome inhibitor approved by the US FDA for the treatment of newly diagnosed multiple myeloma (MM) and relapsed/refractory MM and mantle cell lymphoma [12, 13]. Despite the fact that the anticancer activity of bortezomib is still not completely understood, it is clear that multiple mechanisms are involved. The key proteins and signaling pathways affected and subsequent cellular effects are summarized in figure 1 [14].

Adverse Effects

The most frequent side effects of bortezomib in clinical trials include asthenic conditions (such as fatigue, weakness and malaise), gastrointestinal events (nausea, diarrhea, vomiting or constipation), thrombocytopenia, peripheral neuropathy, pyrexia and psychiatric disorders [15]. During phase I clinical trials for bortezomib in human patients with cancer, dose-limiting toxicities included sensory neuropathy, diarrhea, fatigue, hypotension, fluid retention, hypokalemia, hyponatremia, malaise, nausea, orthostasis and thrombocytopenia [16]. In general, the combination of bortezomib with other chemotherapeutic agents resulted in a tolerability profile that was consistent with those of the individual agents involved and did not result in any unexpected adverse events [15], so combining bortezomib with other agents may be superior to single drugs in treatment.

Combination Studies

Combination therapy of bortezomib with novel targeted agents is an emerging treatment strategy not only in MM and mantle cell lymphoma, but also in leukemia [14]. A phase I study by Attar et al. [17] suggested that bortezomib is well tolerated in combination with idarubicin and cytarabine in acute myelogenous leukemia (AML). Recently, a combination with bortezomib and valproic acid (a histone deacetylase inhibitor) was reported with very promising activity for AML in vitro [18, 19]. In addition, the Therapeutic Advances in Childhood Leukemia (TACL) phase I and II studies showed that a combination of bortezomib with chemotherapy is active with acceptable toxicity in ALL [20, 21]. These findings indicate that most of these combinations are well tolerated and some have promising clinical efficacy that will require subsequent confirmation.

Bortezomib in ALL

Initial activity with bortezomib in ALL was observed in a child with multiple relapse. The patient, who had experienced 5 relapses including 1 after an unrelated-donor
bone marrow transplant, was resistant to dexamethasone and most standard antileukemic agents, and NF-κB was activated in his leukemia cells. After treatment with bortezomib at a dose of 1.2 mg/m² i.v. on days 1, 4, 8 and 11, followed by dexamethasone therapy 6 mg/m²/day on days 4–15, the patient’s CT scans showed a significant decrease of tumor size in the skull, chest wall, renal and hepatic lesions [22]. This promising response led to further investigation.

Although other clinical studies show very little activity of the single agent bortezomib in either adults [23] or children [24] with acute leukemia, the study by Houghton et al. [25] did show some activity of single-agent bortezomib for pediatric ALL in preclinical models. Bortezomib may have enhanced antileukemic activity when used in combination with chemotherapy or targeted agents. In a phase-I study, the TACL consortium reported that the combination of bortezomib (1.3 mg/m²) with vincristine, dexamethasone, pegylated L-asparaginase and doxorubicin is active with acceptable toxicity in pretreated pediatric patients with relapsed ALL [20], consistent with their phase II study [21]. Recently, a phase I clinical pharmacodynamic study by Lancet et al. [26] also reported combination therapy with bortezomib and the farnesyltransferase inhibitor tipifarnib is well tolerated and produces modest antileukemic clinical activity in patients with advanced, poor-risk acute leukemia, including ALL.

The consistent degree of activity noted in these studies demonstrates that bortezomib is an important new treatment option for patients with relapsed ALL, particularly when used in combination with other agents. However, the mechanisms of bortezomib anticancer activity are still unclear. Possible pathways are reviewed below.

**Inhibition of Notch1-NFκB Signaling Pathway in T-ALL**

Of great importance, aberrant NF-κB regulation has been observed in many cancers, including both solid and hematopoietic malignancies [27]. Indeed, Kordes et al. [28] observed NF-κB activity in 39 of 42 samples of childhood ALL without any subtype restriction. In addition, the study by Guzman et al. [29] demonstrated that human AML stem cells also express an active form of NF-κB. Expression of NF-κB in both AML and ALL cells represents a striking biologic distinction between leukemic and normal tissue [28, 29]. Taken together, these results indicate that NF-κB plays a critical role in the survival of leukemia cells including leukemic stem cells.

Previous studies have reported that bortezomib can overcome chemoresistance and restore sensitivity to specific agents, including doxorubicin, melphalan and dexamethasone, and suggested that a possible mechanism for the chemosensitizing activity of bortezomib is the ability of NF-κB to promote resistance to these agents in MM.

---

Fig. 1. The intracellular pathways and proteins affected by proteasome inhibition with bortezomib. Ros = Reactive oxygen species; JNK = c-Jun N-terminal kinase.
cell lines [30]. In addition, a patient of T-ALL, who was resistant to conventional chemotherapy, achieved second remission following treatment with a combination of bortezomib, dexamethasone and doxorubicin, and the binding activity of NF-κB-DNA in his bone marrow was strikingly reduced [31]. This is similar to the initial activity with bortezomib in ALL [22]. Therefore, NF-κB has the potential to cause resistance to agents including glucocorticoids.

Inhibiting NF-κB activation is one of the potential mechanisms of bortezomib [14]. The results of in vitro individualized tumor response testing showed that bortezomib is more active in pediatric T-ALL samples than in common/pre-B-ALL pediatric samples. A possible explanation for these findings is that the NF-κB pathway is present in a high proportion of T-ALL samples, but not in BCP-ALL samples [32]. However, it is not completely consistent with the study of Kordes et al. [28] discussed above. Bortezomib and other NF-κB-inhibiting agents are, nevertheless, attractive candidates for T-ALL treatment.

Previous reports have demonstrated that activating mutations in Notch1 are present in most individuals with human T-ALL [33] and in mouse models of T-ALL [34]. The Notch1 signaling pathway plays a critical role in promoting many steps of T cell development and aberrant Notch1 signaling is a major oncogenic event in the pathogenesis of T-ALL [35]. These findings provide a strong rationale for targeted therapies that interfere with Notch1 signaling in human T-ALL.

The Notch1 signaling pathway, commonly activated in T-ALL, has been shown to enhance the transcriptional function of NF-κB via several mechanisms.

Previous reports have proposed that Notch-1 could activate the NF-κB canonical signaling by facilitating the nuclear retention of NF-κB heterodimers [36], activating the IkB kinase complex, and the noncanonical pathway by inducing the expression of the NF-κB factors Relb and Nfkb2 [37]. Very recent work has demonstrated that the transcriptional repressor HES1, a target of oncogenic Notch1, is able to induce the activation of the NF-κB pathway through CYLD (a negative IkB kinase complex regulator) repression in human T-ALL lines and in animal models of the disease [38]. However, NF-κB is not sufficient to give rise to T cell leukemia in the absence of activating Notch1 mutations [37]. It has been suggested that the pharmacological inhibition of Notch1-NFκB signaling be incorporated into existing T-ALL treatment protocols. Combining bortezomib with Notch1-inhibiting agents may be more therapeutically beneficial than single drugs.

**Bortezomib in ALL**

**Restoration of Expression of FoxO3 for Ph Chromosome-Positive ALL Patients**

The Ph chromosome results from a reciprocal translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 (t [9, 22] [q34; q11]), which produces a fusion gene on chromosome 22, namely, the breakpoint cluster region-Abelson leukemia viral proto-oncogene (BCR-ABL). Approximately one quarter of adult ALL expresses the oncogenic protein BCR-ABL [39]; however, it occurs in only 3–5% of pediatric cases [40]. Recently, Ph chromosome-positive ALL children and adolescents are considered one of the poor-risk subgroups of ALL patients. As a result of its elevated tyrosine kinase activity, BCR-ABL activates a multitude of signaling pathways, including the Ras, PI3-K/Akt, JAK/STAT and NF-κB signaling pathways, some of which may be crucial for its leukemogenic activity [41].

Recent studies have revealed that the inhibition of FoxO (Forkhead Box, class O) function is a potentially important event, even in hematological malignancies. The mammalian members of the FoxO subclass include FoxO1 (also known as FKHR), FoxO3a (also known as FKHRL1), FoxO4 (also known asAFX) and FoxO6. The functions of FoxO3a transcription factor in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis occur through the transcriptional regulation genes such as cyclin D, TRAIL and Bim, and survival signaling through the PI3-K/Akt pathway prevents FoxO3a transcriptional activity [41].

The study by Jagani et al. [42] proposed that BCR-ABL stimulates the proteasome-dependent degradation of members of the forkhead family of tumor suppressors in vitro, in an in vivo animal model and in samples from patients with BCR-ABL-positive chronic myelogenous leukemia or ALL. Bortezomib treatment of BCR-ABL-transduced leukemic mice restored normal expression of FoxO3a and its targets TRAIL and Bim [42]. Their study also reported that FoxO3 is significantly downregulated within lymphoblasts of Ph-positive ALL, but not Ph-negative ALL, and the Ph-positive ALL patient who was treated with bortezomib achieved full molecular and cytogenetic remission and restoration of expression of FoxO3 in response to the drug [43]. These results support the fact that FoxO3 is attenuated in BCR-ABL-mediated disease and may be utilized as a potential diagnostic biomarker. Bortezomib treatment led to the inhibition of BCR-ABL-induced suppression of FoxO proteins and their proapoptotic targets, thereby providing novel insights into the molecular effects of proteasome inhibitor therapy (fig. 2).
Activation of JNK Signaling Pathways

A number of new agents, including proteasome inhibitors, initiate apoptosis through the activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase pathways including the Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway [44]. JNK is a member of the mitogen-activated protein kinase superfamily. It has three isoforms, JNK 1, 2 and 3, of which JNK 1 and 2 are ubiquitously expressed but JNK 3 specifically in the cardiac and neuronal tissues [45]. Recent studies have demonstrated that JNK activation can contribute to apoptosis induced by certain death stimuli [46]. The synergistic effect of proteasome inhibitor bortezomib and other agents, such as valproic acid [18], all-trans retinoic acid [47] and HA14-1 (a small molecule antagonist of the antiapoptotic proteins) [48] were investigated in a variety of cancer cells in association with JNK activation.

In ALL cell lines, JNK signaling played an important part in the mechanism of synergy of cytotoxic retinoid N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)retinamide (4-HPR) and the Bcl-2 inhibitor ABT-737, 4-HPR is known to generate reactive oxygen species which have been shown to activate c-Jun kinase (JNK), which in turn phosphorylates and inhibits myeloid cell leukemia 1 (Mcl-1), an antiapoptotic member of the Bcl-2 family of proteins [49]. The synergy between the mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitor RAD001 (everolimus) and bortezomib indicated a potentially novel strategy for patients with chemoresistant pre-B-ALL; bortezomib potently induced JNK activation with a significant proportion of subsequent cell death being JNK-dependent [50]. In summary, combination therapy of bortezomib and novel targeted agents is an emerging treatment strategy in cancer.

Conclusions and Future Perspective

The outcomes of refractory or relapsed ALL are still dismal. Although there are not many clinical studies of proteasome inhibitors with bortezomib in ALL, bortezomib is a new treatment option for these refractory or re-
lapsed patients. Combination therapy with bortezomib and other agents, including conventional chemotherapy and targeted agents, may be more efficacious than single drugs in ALL. We need more in vitro and in vivo study in order to understand the mechanisms of bortezomib as a new agent in ALL. The integration of bortezomib with other regimens has still to be defined, underlining a much-needed effort to enroll ALL patients in clinical trials. The understanding of molecular approaches might help guide our treatment decisions and move the field towards more rational therapeutics, hopefully improving patient outcome as well as illustrating the changing paradigm of this disease.
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